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ABSTRACT

Over the past several years, researchers have made significant progress toward providing image guidance for the
da Vinci system, utilizing data sources such as robot kinematic data, endoscope image data, and preoperative
medical images. One data source that could provide additional subsurface information for use in image guidance
is the da Vinci’s FireFly camera system. FireFly is a fluorescence imaging feature for the da Vinci system that
uses injected indocyanine green dye and special endoscope filters to illuminate subsurface anatomical features as
the surgeon operates. FireFly is now standard for many surgical procedures with the da Vinci robot; however, it
is currently challenging to understand spatial relationships between pre-operative CT images and intraoperative
fluorescence images. Here, we extend our image guidance system to incorporate FireFly information as well, so
that the surgeon can view FireFly data in the image guidance display while operating with the da Vinci robot.
We present a method for reconstructing 3D models of the FireFly fluorescence data from endoscope images and
mapping the models into an image guidance display that also includes segmented, registered preoperative CT
images. We analyze the accuracy of our reconstruction and mapping method and present a proof-of-concept
application where we reconstruct a fluorescent subsurface blood vessel and map it into our image guidance
display. Our method could be used to provide surgeons with additional context for the FireFly fluorescence
imaging data or to provide additional data for computing or verifying the registration between the robot and
preoperative images.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, much progress has been made toward endowing the da Vinci system (Intuitive Surgical, Inc.,
Sunnyvale, CA) with image guidance capabilities.1–3 Image guidance provides additional context to surgeons
by displaying registered 3D anatomical models in the da Vinci surgeon console alongside robotic instruments
during surgery. Our group has contributed to this effort by developing an image guidance system (IGS) for the
da Vinci system that uses robot kinematic data and a touch-based image registration method4 which locates
patient anatomy accurately.5 The goal of the IGS is to provide accurate information on the locations of unseen
subsurface anatomical features visible on CT images (see Figure 1). In this paper, we extend this IGS display
to also include registered and reconstructed 3D FireFly fluorescence image data.

FireFly is a fluorescence imaging system introduced in 2010 as a feature of the da Vinci surgical system
by Intuitive Surgical, Inc. (see Figure 2). The system uses the bio-compatible dye indocyanine green (ICG),
which has been used in fluorescence imaging for medical diagnostics since the 1950s.6 After being injected
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Figure 1. Our current image guidance system for the da Vinci robot. Unseen subsurface anatomical features are visualized
as the surgeon operates.

into the bloodstream, the dye binds to the albumin in the patient’s blood to circulate, and then is excited by
near infrared light emitted from an external source. The emitted light passes through patient tissue and can
be detected by specialized endoscope image filters, enabling surgeons to identify key subsurface anatomy (e.g.
blood vessels, soft tissue perfusion). FireFly enables surgeons using the da Vinci to visualize subsurface patient
anatomy in real time as they operate within the surgeon console.7 The ability to visualize subsurface features
in an inexpensive, bio-compatible, and easily-administered manner has led to many new surgical applications
for the FireFly system, including intraoperative fluorescent cholangiography,8 lymph node mapping,8 and near
infrared fluorescent imaging in partial nephrectomies.9 Note that one of the few downsides of the FireFly imaging
system is its short lifespan; once the ICG is injected and excited, it lasts roughly 30 seconds.6

We present a method for integrating FireFly fluorescence imaging data into an image guidance system for the

Figure 2. Use of the da Vinci’s FireFly fluorescence imaging system to visualize the renal vein during partial nephrectomy
kidney surgery. Once the patient is injected with indocyanine green, key subsurface anatomy can be identified by a green
tint under the da Vinci endoscope image filter (right).



da Vinci robot. After calibration of the da Vinci Xi stereo endoscope, we reconstruct 3D models from FireFly
endoscope data and then map the models into our image guidance display, overlaying them onto segmented,
registered preoperative CT images. This novel integration of FireFly endoscope image data into an IGS could
be useful for surgeons in mapping observed ICG data to preoperative imaging, providing additional context to
the FireFly data. Further, our method captures the short-lived ICG dye information for as long as desired in
the guidance display. Specifically, our goal in this paper is to show that our reconstruction and mapping method
is accurate and that the method shows promise for mapping blood vessels into an IGS display. We analyze the
accuracy of reconstruction and mapping by comparing 3D points localized using our method to their CT-based
ground truth locations. Furthermore, we present preliminary results where we use our method to reconstruct
a fluorescent subsurface blood vessel and then map it into our image guidance software for display alongside
registered 3D anatomical models.

2. METHODS

Our method ultimately serves to display 3D models of the FireFly image data alongside preoperative patient
images within the da Vinci’s surgeon console. This process can be broken down into three main subproblems: i)
the creation of 3D models from 2D FireFly images acquired with the da Vinci’s stereo endoscope, ii) mapping
these models from the camera coordinate system into the robotic instrument frame, and iii) further mapping the
models from the robot frame into the segmented patient image frame. At a high level, these procedures can be
seen in Figure 3.

2.1 Reconstructing Models from FireFly Data

With a calibrated stereo camera system, 3D scene construction using stereo camera images is generally a straight-
forward process. To reconstruct FireFly images into 3D models, we adopt the general disparity based, dense
surface reconstruction framework implemented in MATLAB’s computer vision system toolbox.10 However, the
3D points output from this algorithm are for the entire camera scene—not just the area of interest. Therefore,
we must segment out only the area of interest from the reconstruction. To do this, we convert the camera pixels
into the hue, saturation, value (HSV) color space and then threshold the pixel values to include only those 3D
points that are green (i.e. the green points that fluoresce when FireFly is enabled).

At this point, we have a point cloud representation of the FireFly data; however, most image guidance
software requires a triangulated mesh model for visualization. Toward this, the remaining points are used to
create a mesh model using the ball pivoting surface reconstruction algorithm.11 An example resulting mesh
model can be seen in Figure 4.
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Figure 3. Definitions of the rigid transformations in the surgical scene. Determining T robot
camera and T robot

image is critical to
properly overlay the 3D FireFly information.
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Figure 4. Reconstruction of a FireFly 3D point cloud illuminated by ICG using stereo camera triangulation.

2.2 Mapping Models Into an IGS

After the FireFly data has been reconstructed into 3D models, it must next be mapped into the patient image
coordinate system for image guidance display. To do this, the two transformations T robot

image and T robot
camera in Figure

3 must be estimated. The registration between the robot instrument and the preoperative images T robot
image can

be obtained using any 3D image registration protocol. For our procedures, we utilized rigid-body point-based
registration using kinematics.12

Next, since the FireFly point cloud is reconstructed with respect to the camera, it is also necessary to
estimate T robot

camera. While this could be obtained directly using the endoscope arm kinematics, the da Vinci
endoscope camera is subject to some backlash, making its tip position imprecisely known.4 While there are
a variety of hand-eye calibration methods available in the literature to estimate T robot

camera,13 our method uses
a simple, point-based registration12 procedure assuming that the 3D tip location can be tracked using the da
Vinci’s stereo pair. To do this, we move the da Vinci’s surgical instrument in front of the da Vinci endoscope
to discrete locations while recording the tip position output from the stereo camera and the tip position output
from the instrument kinematics. These two point sets are then used to compute T robot

camera using the point-based
registration algorithm based on the singular value decomposition.12 With the two transforms T robot

camera and T robot
image

known, the reconstructed mesh model of the FireFly data can be mapped into image space for display alongside
patient anatomical models.

3. EXPERIMENTS

In order for our FireFly reconstruction and mapping method to be useful, its location must be known with respect
to our IGS display. To test this accuracy, we performed an experiment with a phantom kidney model where we
identify the locations of subsurface spherical inclusions and compare their locations to CT-based ground truth
coordinates. The setup for our experiments is shown in Figure 5.

As a prerequisite to use of a stereo pair to reconstruct 3D geometry, the stereo camera model must first
be identified. For this, we performed a standard stereo camera calibration; we acquired 33 image pairs of a
standard calibration checkerboard with a square side length of 6.93 mm. We then used MATLAB’s stereo
camera calibration toolbox14,15 to determine the required stereo camera parameters. This calibration resulted
in a reprojection error of 0.19 pixels across the calibration image pairs.

3.1 Experimental Setup

The phantom kidney model in Figure 5 is composed of two main parts: the fluorescent, subsurface inclusions used
with the FireFly system and the surrounding kidney tissue. Note that we used a kidney model because our target



application is partial nephrectomy; however, our method is generalizable to any anatomy. Partial nephrectomy
was chosen as a context for this proof-of-concept given the critical need to isolate and control sub-surface renal
vessels prior to excising a kidney tumor. To create the fluorescent inclusions, we followed a procedure adapted
from recent work in creating fluorescent inclusions for breast tissue phantoms.16 First, 2 g of agarose gel was
added to a mixture of 45 mL of distilled water and 5 mL of 10x concentrated tris-buffered saline. After heating
to a boil, ICG and bovine serum albumin were added to the mixture to bring the concentrations to 0.05 mg/mL
of ICG and 45 g/L of albumin. These concentrations were chosen to mimic the amount of ICG17 and albumin18

in the blood during standard injection. Finally, barium sulfate powder was added to the inclusions to create CT
contrast between the agarose inclusions and the surrounding gelatin representing kidney tissue. The amount of
barium sulfate added to the mixture was 3% by mass. This fluorescent mixture was cast into 3D printed molds
to create 5 spherical inclusions as well as a blood vessel inclusion. The 7.5 mm spherical inclusions were used to
test the accuracy of our method, and the blood vessel inclusion was used in the second part of our experiments
in Section 3.3.

Next, we 3D printed a larger mold for the surrounding kidney tissue. The mold geometry was defined by
segmented patient CT scans. The fluorescent inclusion casts were then placed inside the mold and held in place
by tungsten wire. A heated and dyed gelatin solution was then poured into the mold and allowed to cure. We
attached the casting with the subsurface inclusions to a plastic platform with 6 small, white divots on the surface
near the model. These divots were used only used for ground truth evaluation of our method later to register the
patient images to the robotic instruments; during use of our method clinically, these divots are not necessary.

Finally, we CT scanned (Xoran xCAT scanner, slice thickness: 3 mm) the entire phantom platform and
segmented the kidney, divots, and inclusions to create models for display in our IGS. The da Vinci Xi system
was then set up according to standard surgical procedure, and the phantom platform was clamped to the patient
bed. The transformation T robot

image was obtained by probing the small, white divots in Figure 5 and then performing
a standard point-based registration with their segmented, ground truth locations.

3.2 Accuracy Evaluation

Using this setup, we conducted three accuracy analysis trials. In each of these trials, the camera was moved to a
new location, the matrix T robot

camera was then identified, and then the subsurface, spherical inclusions were located

Figure 5. Experimental setup to test the accuracy and feasibility of reconstruction and subsequent mapping of FireFly
information into an image guidance system for the da Vinci robot. Left: The phantom kidney model used in our
experiments. Fluorescent spherical inclusions were manufactured to measure the accuracy of our method. Right: The
fluorescent blood vessel inclusion made for our model to assess the feasibility of our method for reconstructing subsurface
FireFly information for image guidance display.



with the da Vinci Olympus 30◦endoscope using the calibrated stereo camera model. The first of these accuracy
trials was conducted as follows. First, to determine T robot

camera, we collected 20 stereo image pairs of the da Vinci
instrument tip in various discrete configurations in front of the da Vinci endoscope. As the instrument was
moved, the position of the tip relative to the robot base frame was also recorded. The instrument tip was then
manually identified in each of the 20 stereo pairs. From these 2D image coordinates, the 3D tool tip positions
were triangulated in the camera frame using the calibrated stereo camera model. Rigid registration12 of the
triangulated points with the points based on robot kinematics resulted in T robot

camera. Next, a separate stereo image
pair was acquired with all five of the spherical inclusions visible. We then used circular Hough transforms19 to
determine the 2D image coordinates of the centers of the five spheres in both the left and right images. The
endoscope-localized spheres were then triangulated from their 2D image coordinates and mapped into the IGS
display using the transforms T robot

camera and T robot
image.

Accuracy was defined based on the vector difference between these localized points and the ground truth
centroid locations of the segmented and registered spherical inclusions. The norms of these 3D errors were
computed for each sphere localization and for each of the three accuracy trials. Over the collected data, the
mean accuracy of sphere localization was 2.35 mm (2.61 mm root-mean-squared (RMS)), with minimum and
maximum errors of 0.77 mm and 4.10 mm respectively. The standard deviation of the errors was 1.17 mm.

3.3 Feasibility of Mapping Kidney Vasculature

Here we present, as a proof of concept, preliminary results where we use our method to reconstruct 3D models
of subsurface vasculature in our phantom model. After creating the models, we then map the resulting meshes
into our IGS display, alongside registered anatomical models. Figure 5 shows our subsurface, fluorescent blood
vessel inclusion embedded in our phantom kidney model; the inclusion is shown both with and without FireFly
enabled on the da Vinci surgeon console. The vessel is meant to emulate the renal vein of a left kidney.

We acquired the left and right images of the vessel inclusion scene in Figure 5 using the da Vinci’s endoscope.
With these data and the calibrated stereo camera model, we reconstructed the vessel inclusion using the methods
described in Section 2 and then applied our method to estimate the transformation T robot

camera. Since the platform
location did not change between our two experiments, we used the same registration transform T robot

image. The color
information from the acquired images was then used to threshold the resulting point cloud. In HSV color space,
points sufficiently far from green (hue values greater than 10% away from 33%) were left out; additionally, only
sufficiently bright (saturation greater than 35% and value greater than 10%) points were kept. The remaining
points were then used to create a mesh model using the ball pivoting surface reconstruction algorithm11 as
outlined in Section 2. The resulting image guidance, with overlaid FireFly vessel information, can be seen in
Figure 6.

4. DISCUSSION

In this paper, we presented a method to reconstruct FireFly endoscope data into 3D models and then map
the models into an IGS for the da Vinci robot. We achieved an RMS error of 2.61 mm with this method.
This accuracy was roughly comparable to results in previous experiments with our image guidance system.5 In
addition, we presented preliminary results using our method to reconstruct and map FireFly data representing
kidney vessels into our image guidance display. By estimating two rigid transformations and making use of
established computer vision techniques, we were able to reconstruct 2D FireFly endoscope data to create a 3D
mesh model, which was overlaid onto segmented, registered, preoperative CT images, to demonstrate this idea.
One possible avenue for future work would be to use the data provided by FireFly triangulation to directly enable
image registration. This would be easier and quicker for the surgeon than our previously-proposed touch-based
image registration procedure,5 but it is not clear that it would be of comparable or better accuracy, and future
experiments are needed to determine the accuracy associated with such a registration method. Future work is
also needed to determine for which surgical procedures FireFly integration is practical and improves surgeon
performance.

While our experiments showed that FireFly integration is feasible, there are some opportunities to streamline
system in the future. First, it would be useful to improve the tool tracking approach, which we did manually
in this work. Fortunately, several options are available in the literature, including use of hybrid cylindrical



Figure 6. Overlay of the FireFly information into our image guidance display. The green model illustrates the vessels
captured from the FireFly system and mapped into our system. Models of the kidney surface (red), the vessel inclusion
(blue), and the spherical inclusions (yellow) were obtained by segmenting CT images of the phantom. Our accuracy
analysis is based on the difference between the spheres’ centroids (red dots) and the mapped sphere centers based on the
FireFly image data (blue).

markers20 or convolutional neural networks.21 Furthermore, toward a future clinical implementation it is worth
noting that the ICG is not fully contained in the blood vessel and leaks out over time, leading to a gradient
in the FireFly images rather than the sharp boundary we had in the phantom used in this work. That said, it
stands to reason that if ICG is useful to surgeons currently, and image guidance is useful to physicians currently,
the combination of the two is likely to be useful in an image guidance display in the future.

In conclusion, we have shown that it is feasible to integrate FireFly fluorescence into an IGS display for the
da Vinci. These methods could be used to provide surgeons with additional context for the FireFly fluorescence
imaging data, to hold static images of contrast as long as the surgeon wants (eliminating the time dependence
associated with contrast agent washout), or potentially to provide an alternate method of registration between
the robot and preoperative images. Ultimately, integration of the FireFly fluorescence imaging into our IGS
system could lead to better informed surgeons, and thus safer surgeries with the da Vinci system.
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